
Week  15th – 19th June 

Maths 

Revision Worksheets –  

Q10 Adding and Subtracting Fractions 

Q11 Multiplying Fractions 

Q12 Dividing Fractions 

Q13 Adding time 

Q14 Subtracting Time  

 

English 

No more spellings to learn   

Treasury pg. 90 – Reading Comprehension, ‘The Ratcatcher’ If you don’t know or are unsure of any 

of the words in blue look up the meanings in your dictionary, pg. 91 A Questions & Vocabulary 

match the word 

Writing Treasury pg. 91 B – Choose from Q1 write a diary entry or Q2 design a poster  

Treasury pg. 92 – Try the riddles at the top of the page yourself and see if you can figure them out, 

the answers are underneath, you could look up some other riddles too, I’d love to hear if you find 

any good ones!  

Treasury pg. 92 – Phonics – Just circle the correct word in each sentence  

Treasury pg. 93 – Grammar – No need to rewrite the sentences just cross out the word that doesn’t 

make sense and change it so that it does make sense. For example in Q1 you would cross out ‘goes’ 

and write ‘go’ 

In the second Grammar exercise again no need to rewrite it just cross out the highlighted words and 

write them in the past tense, so to start you’ll cross out ‘stares’ and write ‘stared’ 

Keep reading books that you like at home 

 

Gaeilge 

Attached are two pages of reading (leitheoireacht): Ce Mhead? and An Bia is Fearr Liom 

They’re not difficult. Try to read them aloud and you can answer the questions orally or write them 

out. Bain triail astu! (give them a go!) 

 



SESE: Geography 

Our last bit of work on maps this week, do the questions about the map of Waterford, go to 

townmaps.ie and find the Waterford city map, then do the question sheet about it from your plastic 

pocket 

https://townmaps.ie/waterford-city-map/ 

 

Movement/Mindfulness/P.E. 

 Coordination Activity (Imaginary Animal Movement): Watch this video link and try to be as 

creative as you can with the way your imaginary animal can move! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SojwM7-ej5s 

There’s another video attached to see how our volunteers managed the activity! 

This Friday is our virtual sports day! There will be no work assigned but we’d love if you could take 

part in some sporting activities. There are some examples attached that you could try or make up 

your own ideas, do the activities that you enjoy yourself and maybe get some of your brothers or 

sisters involved too! We’d love to hear how you get on so be sure to send in pictures or videos!   

Music 

Lots of songs are made famous by films. Try this quiz and see if you can name the movies the songs 

are from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jGqrn__Fz44 

Think of a song from a film that you like: Write the name of the song and the film that it’s from  

Like we did a few weeks ago write a short description of its tempo (fast/slow), dynamics (loud/soft) 

and pitch (high/low) 

What is happening in the film when the song is played? Do you think the tempo/dynamics/pitch of 

the song suit the action that is happening in the film and why? 

 

Art 

Lollipop stick art, use a lollipop stick (there should have been one in your plastic pocket) to create 

something imaginative. There are some examples attached to get you thinking. You can use any 

materials that you have at home and be as creative as you like!  
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